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Abstract
The pattern of cloud has expanded with the expanding
information in internet. Cloud depends on virtualization
which is raising the virtual machine images in data
centers, and keeping up the first and reinforcements
make the necessity of space in a few TB. This outcomes
in making of reproductions of existing information or
new information at time of entry, coming about
duplication. For this, de-duplication of information is
required. Here, we have made a review on various
strategies of de-duplication and which approach suits the
best. Thus here in this paper we would be discussing data
de-duplication techniques along with securing techniques
thus forming secure de-duplication.

are required. A key idea in this setting is de-duplication,
in which the server stores just a solitary duplicate of
every record, paying little respect to what number of
customers need to store that document. All user having
that document just utilize the connection to the single
duplicate of the record put away at the server.

II. DATA DE-DUPLICATION
Information De-duplication is a particular
information is basically a compression strategy for
dispensing with copy duplicates of repeating information
[7].
A. Benefits

Keywords— Data Deduplication, Cloud, Big data,
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Fundamentally, it can decrease the storage room
involved by the information [8]. This will bring the
following advantages:

I. INTRODUCTION
The utilization of cloud computing to store, share
their information for the diverse purposes has expanded
now a days. Diverse clients are transferring and putting
away their information for different circumstances [6]. It
needs a lot of putting away space to store that
information. It might happen that distinctive clients
transfer same information and ordinarily a similar client
transfers the information more than once purposely or
unconsciously. On the off chance that the information is
put away over and over, it needs a lot of storage room.
To spare the storage room checks can be connected when
the information is transferred by the client. On the off
chance that the information as of now exists then it will
tell client that there is a copy information else it will
store in the cloud server. De-duplication is the strategy
of expelling the excess information.
With the fast reception of cloud administrations, more
volume of information is put away at remote servers, so
strategies to spare plate space and system transfer speed

a. IT reserve funds stores (need not bother with the
additional space expected to expand speculation)
b. Reduce
the
reinforcement
information,
information depictions of the extent of the costsparing, sparing time, and so on.
c. Less power pressure on account of less hard, less
tape, and so on.
d. Save network bandwidth on the grounds that
exclusive less information.
e. Because of the need space of less storage, disk
backup possible.
B. Data De-Duplication Process

The fundamental steps to erase duplicate information
comprises of five phases:
1. The
principal
period
of
information
accumulation stage, by contrasting the old and
the
new
reinforcement
information
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reinforcement, reducing the extent of the
information.
2. The second period of the way toward
recognizing information, in bytes, of the
information gathering stage denote a similar
information objects.
3. The information is re-collected, new information
is spared, and the past stage was checked
duplicate information is spared information
pointer substitution. The final product of this
procedure is to deliver a duplicate of the erased
after the reinforcement assemble see.
4. Actually expel all the copy information before
playing out an information trustworthiness check
efficiency.
5. Finally evacuate the repetitive storage of
information, the arrival of already involved disk
space for different uses.

Fig.1. shows the workflow of data de-duplication
implementation

III. LITERATURE SURVEY
Li, X. Chen et al. [1], introduces a baseline approach
in which each user holds an independent master key for

encrypting the convergent keys and outsourcing them to
the cloud. However, such a baseline key management
scheme generates an enormous number of keys with the
increasing number of users and requires users to
dedicatedly protect the master keys.
Yukun Zhou et al. [2], presents an observation that
cross-user redundant data. They are mainly from the
duplicate files, motivates us to propose an efficient
secure de-duplication scheme SecDep. SecDep employs
UserAware Convergent Encryption (UACE) and MultiLevel Key management (MLK) approaches. (1) UACE
combines cross-user file-level and inside-user chunklevel deduplication, and exploits different secure policies
among and inside users to minimize the computation
overheads. Specifically, both of file-level and chunk
level de-duplication use variants of Convergent
Encryption (CE) to resist brute-force attacks.
M. Bellare et al. [3], propose an architecture that
provides secure de-duplicated storage resisting bruteforce attacks, and realize it in a system called DupLESS.
In DupLESS, clients encrypt under message-based keys
obtained from a key-server via an oblivious PRF
protocol. It enables clients to store encrypted data with
an existing service, have the service perform deduplication on their behalf, and yet achieves strong
confidentiality guarantees. We show that encryption for
de-duplicated storage can achieve performance and
space savings close to that of using the storage service
with plaintext data.
S. Halevi et al. [4], introduces the notion of proofs-ofownership (PoWs), which lets a client efficiently prove
to a server that that the client holds a file, rather than just
some short information about it. We formalize the
concept of proof-of-ownership, under rigorous security
definitions, and rigorous efficiency requirements of
Petabyte scale storage systems. We then present
solutions based on Merkle trees and specific encodings,
and analyze their security. We implemented one variant
of the scheme. Our performance measurements indicate
that the scheme incurs only a small overhead compared
to naive client-side de-duplication.
Jin Li et al. [5], proposes new distributed deduplication systems with higher reliability in which the
data chunks are distributed across multiple cloud servers.
The security requirements of data confidentiality and tag
consistency are also achieved by introducing a
deterministic secret sharing scheme in distributed storage
systems, instead of using convergent encryption as in
previous de-duplication systems.
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Table I. shows various existing methods and its limitations

Ref.
No.
1

Method Used
De-duplication
method

Data
Source
Outsourced
Data at SCSP

Approach

Strength

Limitation

Introduce a baseline approach
in which each user holds an
independent master key for
encrypting the convergent
keys and
outsourcing them to the
cloud.

demonstrate
that Dekey incurs
limited overhead in
realistic environments

Convergent keys are
distributed across Multiple
servers but the key servers are
limited.

Proposes redundant data
distribution on
cross-user file-level and
inside-user chunk-level to
perform
different security policies
Author shows that encryption
for deduplicated storage can
accomplish performance and
space savings close to that of
using the storage service with
plaintext data.

SecDep ensures data
confidentiality and
key security

Time overhead comes with
multi-level key management
can be reduced.

secure de-duplicated
storage resisting
brute-force attacks

Get and Put operations are
time consuming. o Large
computational overheads for
chunk level

Proofs of-ownership
(PoWs) concept in
which Client proves
to the server that it in
fact holds the data of
the file and not just
some short
information about it.
Message
Authentication Code
(MAC – use short
cryptographic hash
function) are used
which also support
process of secure deduplication system.

Performance measurements
indicate that this scheme
incurs small overhead
compared to naïve client side
de-duplication

2

server-aided
method

real-world
datasets

3

Dupless
architecture

encrypted
data

4

PoWs method

real-world
datasets

author discusses solution
based on Merkle Trees and
specific encoding which
identify attacks that exploit
client side de-duplication
attempts to identify deduplication.

5

De-duplication
method

real-world
datasets

Author has proposed a
distributed De-duplication
system with higher reliability
(in storage over cloud) in
addition to achieving
confidentiality and integrity
over data.
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Key space overhead needs to
be taken care.

Only two types of attacks are
considered. Type 1 Attack for
Dishonest system and Type 2
attack for Collusion
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Hash Code is used to search the similar file.
Normally files are stored and hash is applied on that
particular file. If new file is uploaded, hash function
checks whether it’s available or not via Hash code.
The hash function is generally expressed by
formula:
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